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Abstract: In recent trends, a rising demand for renewable energy has driven wind turbines to larger
proportions, where lighter blade designs are often adopted to reduce the costs associated with
logistics and production. This causes modern utility-scale wind turbine blades to be inherently
more flexible, and their amplified aeroelastic sensitivity results in complex multi-physics reactions
to variant atmospheric conditions, including dynamic patterns of aerodynamic loading at the rotor
and vortex structure evolutions within the wake. In this paper, we analyze the influence of inflow
variance for wind turbines with large, flexible rotors through simulations of the National Rotor
Testbed (NRT) turbine, located at Sandia National Labs’ Scaled Wind Farm Technology (SWiFT)
facility in Lubbock, Texas. The Common Ordinary Differential Equation Framework (CODEF) modeling
suite is used to simulate wind turbine aeroelastic oscillatory behavior and wind farm vortex wake
interactions for a range of flexible NRT blade variations, operating in differing conditions of variant
atmospheric flow. CODEF solutions of turbine operation in Steady-In-The-Average (SITA) wind
conditions are compared to SITA wind conditions featuring a controlled gust-like pulse overimposed,
to isolate the effects of typical wind fluctuations. Finally, simulations of realistic time-varying wind
conditions from SWiFT meteorological tower measurements are compared to the solutions of SITA
wind conditions. These increasingly complex atmospheric inflow variations are tested to show the
differing effects evoked by various patterns of spatiotemporal atmospheric flow fluctuations. An
analysis is presented for solutions of wind turbine aeroelastic response and vortex wake evolution, to
elucidate the consequences of variant inflow, which pertain to wind turbine dynamics at an individual
and farm-collective scale. The comparisons of simulated farm flow for SITA and measured fluctuating
wind conditions show that certain regions of the wake contain up to a 12% difference in normalized
axial velocity, due to the introduction of wind fluctuations. The findings of this study prove valuable
for practical applications in wind farm control and optimization strategies, with particular significance
for modern utility-scale wind power plants operating in variant atmospheric conditions.

Keywords: wind turbine simulation; atmospheric flow variation; aeroelastic analysis; wind turbine
vortex wake; wind turbine blade

1. Introduction

In recent trends, wind turbines have been growing in size, and to manufacture these
large turbine blades at a lower cost, they often adopt a lightweight design that compromises
their structural rigidity [1–4]. The increased flexibility of these up-scaled blades makes
them more aeroelastically sensitive to nonuniform atmospheric flow patterns, which inflict
fluctuating loads on the rotor plane [5,6]. Additionally, wakes from these turbines tend
to develop complex structures, which evolve in ways that are difficult to predict as they
interact with wind farm flow. These challenging factors necessitate a priority for research
that investigates the complex multi-physics response of modern utility-scale wind turbines
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in naturally variant atmospheric flow conditions [7,8]. This research thrust is what we aim
to address in this work.

Since modern design changes to the classic wind turbine blade structure have influ-
enced the structural and aeroelastic characteristics of the blade, it is no longer possible to
draw accurate conclusions from studies performed on older wind turbines, which were
intended to operate at a smaller scale [9]. It also is not feasible to properly investigate
the aerodynamic and structural properties of these large, flexible turbine blades at full
scale using wind tunnel testing, because their dimensions have grown larger than the
largest wind tunnel facility that is available today [10]. Wind tunnel testing is only further
excluded as an option by the physical difficulties involved with generating scaled-down
wind tunnel flow that mimics the variations that are naturally observed in the atmosphere
at full scale. Thus, this dynamic relationship between atmospheric variability and large,
flexible turbine operation is often studied through computational simulations of wind
turbine aeroelastic response and farm fluid flow interactions.

To simulate large-scale wind turbines where the atmospheric flow is highly vari-
ant or complex, most numerical methods require an immense computational expense to
evaluate high-fidelity solutions of turbine behavior. In general, the enhanced accuracy
of numerical simulation usually comes with a higher computational demand, so current
wind turbine simulation methods are designed to provide some compromise between
computational efficiency and the fidelity of the solution. At one extreme, models that
perform the direct numerical simulation of the Navier–Stokes equations prioritize the
exactness of the solutions [11], whereas reduced-order techniques simplify the computa-
tions to prioritize efficiency [12]. Between these extremes, there exists a wide range of
simulation tools for wind turbine modeling, such as Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) techniques [13–16] and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) techniques [17–20], which
tend to be most popular in recent research works despite a somewhat large computational
expense [21,22]. Custom trade-offs between precision and computational efficiency are
made to fit the specific applications of each wind turbine modeling tool. In works such as
Burton et al. [23] and Manwell et al. [24], simulations of rotor flow and aeroelastic blade
behavior are solved through the coupled evaluations of blade structural dynamics and fluid
flow interactions at a reduced-order computational cost, by employing custom adaptations
to the Blade-Element Momentum (BEM) model.

Introduced and validated in Ponta et al [25], the Common Ordinary Differential Equation
Framework (CODEF) employs an advanced adaptation to the BEM technique within a
modeling suite of cooperative multi-physics simulation modules, to generate high-fidelity
solutions of wind turbine aeroelastic behavior, rotor flow, wind farm fluid flow dynamics,
and more, at a moderate computational cost. CODEF is a uniquely valuable tool for
this research because it is capable of simulating large, complex wind turbine operational
dynamics for a computational demand that is much less than what is required of typical
LES or RANS techniques.

In this work, we use CODEF to perform a high-fidelity analysis of utility-scale, flexible-
bladed turbine operation in realistically variant atmospheric flow conditions. More specif-
ically, we explore how changes to the structural design of modern wind turbine blades
influences rotor aeroelastic behaviors and turbine interactions with farm flow. This was in-
vestigated via simulations of the Sandia National Labs (SNL) National Rotor Testbed (NRT)
turbine, located at the SNL Scaled Wind Farm Technology (SWiFT) facility in Lubbock,
TX [26–28]. The NRT blade was chosen because it was specifically designed to research
the dynamics of large, flexible wind turbine operation at a scaled-down size to reduce
associated expenses.

A virtual model of the NRT blade was created using the detailed specifications pro-
vided in Kelley [29], including material data, constructive methods, blade mechanical
properties, and turbine control systems. The introduction of the actual material data con-
tained in Kelley’s [29] report into the input of our model was of crucial importance to
ensure that the results of our numerical experiments are reliable. Similar studies on the
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identification of the mechanical properties of composite materials for aerospace engineer-
ing applications could be found in works like Karpenko et al. [30] and Karpenko and
Nugaras [31].

Flexible variations of this baseline NRT blade were created by reducing blade mate-
rials to 60%, 40%, and 20% of their original thicknesses. By doing this, we intentionally
exacerbated the flexible characteristics, which make large rotors sensitive to the fluctuating
aerodynamic loads introduced by variant atmospheric flow conditions, in order to study
the corresponding effects.

These NRT flexible variations were simulated with several scenarios representing
typical wind conditions observed at the SWiFT facility, by sampling field measurements
from on-site meteorological towers to create multiple types of wind inputs. We used
three inputs to model and explore the role of atmospheric spatiotemporal variance in the
dynamics of wind turbine and wind farm flow interactions. The wind scenarios simulated
in this study range from a simple Steady-In-The-Average (SITA) flow state, to realistic time
evolutions of measured flow conditions.

In this paper, we present solutions of rotor aeroelastic simulation and wind farm flow
visualizations of wake vorticity and velocity, to analyze the observed effects caused by
changes in blade flexibility and atmospheric flow fluctuations in the background wind.
A specific focus was given towards identifying the nature and extent of the aeroelastic
sensitivities of large, flexible rotors to variant wind inflow conditions, and elucidating how
differences in turbine and vortex wake interactions with various atmospheric flow states
yield discernible changes to the structures of the turbine’s wake.

In order to facilitate the interpretation of the abbreviations and acronyms used in this
work, a table has been added to the Abbreviations Section at the end of the paper.

2. Theoretical Background and Methodology

In this section, we provide a concise overview of the Common ODE Framework (CODEF)
to elucidate its applications for the simulation of wind turbine and farm flow dynamics. In
the scope of this paper, we employed the capacities of CODEF to assess the solutions of the
blade structure, aeroelastic rotor response, and wind farm flow vortex interactions.

CODEF is a wind turbine modeling tool that is comprised of a suite of inter-related
modules, which all interface with a central Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) solver.
Each module imposes governing equations and boundary conditions to define the multi-
physics principles of turbine and farm-level dynamics, such as wind turbine and farm
controls, rotor and farm flow, atmospheric characterization, blade structure deformation,
and more. The calculative processes of the variable-order ODE solver are guided by the
definitions imposed by each of these modules. Thus, the ODE solver integrates elements
from all modules in the framework collectively, in adaptive time-iterative steps, to reach
a solution at each time step. At each succession in time, the local truncation error is
regulated to maintain the sequential time-marching of CODEF computations in a stable,
time-efficient manner.

The following subsections summarize various subroutines of CODEF, including their
theoretical basis and other characteristics that pertain to the subject of this research. Further
information regarding CODEF’s aeroelastic modules and validation tests are described to
depth in Ponta et al. [25].

2.1. Model for Turbine Blade Structure and Aeroelastic Response

To model turbine aeroelastic behavior in CODEF, an advanced variation of the classic
Blade Element Momentum (BEM) approach is implemented to evaluate rotor flow dynam-
ics. In the classic BEM method, an idealized two-dimensional actuator disk represents
the turbine rotor, and all fluid flow that passes through this actuator disk is contained
within a theoretical stream-tube. Aerodynamic forces are calculated by evaluating the
change in momentum as fluid passes through the idealized actuator disk. Although this
original formulation of the BEM model does not account for time-dependent changes to
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blade shape within the rotor plane, the adapted BEM approach implemented in CODEF
achieves a more robust characterization of rotor flow. With information supplemented
from the structural solutions of blade section deformations during turbine operation, the
CODEF Dynamic Rotor Deformation-Blade Element Momentum (DRD-BEM) model has
the capacity to represent the transient shape changes of the rotor, and the cascading effects
on aeroelastic responses [25].

The DRD-BEM model is formed from the coupling of the structural blade model and
the adapted BEM calculations. The structural model includes a variation of the Generalized
Timoshenko Beam Model (GTBM), which acts to reduce the three-dimensional analysis
of the blade structure into time-dependent, one-dimensional nonlinear evaluations of
previously resolved sectional planes along the blade’s span. The GTBM operates in a similar
manner to the classical Timoshenko theory, by modeling the wind turbine blade as a beam
of equivalent stiffness, through two-dimensional finite-element analyses of cross-sections
along the blade’s span [32]. The CODEF GTBM differs from the original Timoshenko
theory because it does not assume that these cross-sections remain undeformed planes
during operation. Instead, the blade’s warping structure is evaluated via interpolations on
a two-dimensional mesh, and used to define the three-dimensional strain energy through a
6 × 6 stiffness matrix, which is fully populated in terms of the original Timoshenko theory
variables. Through these manipulations, the GTBM successfully exploits dimensional
reduction to represent the three-dimensional structural characteristics of the beam at a
reduced computational cost.

Additional details about the coupling of DRD-BEM with the structural GTBM can be
found in Ponta et al. [25] and Otero and Ponta [32], which also include validation tests, and
the application of these models to the analysis of the vibrational modes of composite blades.

The DRD-BEM uses the coupled deformation modes produced by the GTBM to
guide its evaluation of rotor flow, incorporating changes to blade shape and aerodynamic
attitude during operation. This is performed by employing linear operator coordinate
transformations to align the incoming wind velocity into the coordinate system of deformed
blade sections. To begin this process, the velocity of incoming wind, W∞wind, from the
simulated ground coordinate system, is transformed into the coordinate system of the
rotor hub. Misalignment of the incoming flow relative to the hub is caused by factors such
as yaw offset, tilt, and the angle of azimuth, and is accounted for with linear operators
C∆θyaw , Cθtlt , and Cθaz , respectively. Figure 1 shows the manner in which these coordinate
transformations are applied in the DRD-BEM module.

Azimuth ( )Yaw ( ) Tilt ( )

Ground to Hub Transformations

=

wind

Yaw 

angle

Tilt 

angle

wind Shaft

wind

x
y

z

Figure 1. Transformations from the ground to the hub coordinate systems in the CODEF DRD-
BEM module.
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Performing the transformations shown in Figure 1 aligns the BEM annular actuator
disk with the coordinate system of the hub, making it possible to evaluate the velocity
vector components affected by interference at the rotor. Axial and tangential induction
factors, a and a′, are employed in the following equation to solve for the velocity vector, Wh,
representing the wind in the hub coordinate system after it is influenced by interference at
the rotor.

Wh =

 W∞hx (1 − a)
W∞hy + Ω rha′

W∞hz

 (1)

Additional linear operators are applied to the wind velocity vector, Wh, to align with
respect to the blade-root coordinate system, by accounting for factors such as coning and
pitching using linear operators Cθcn and Cθp . The DRD-BEM also interprets solutions
from the structural model at this time to accommodate misalignment due to instantaneous
changes in blade section configuration, using operators CLb and ClL. Additionally, the veloc-
ity vector incorporates velocity components from structural vibrations, vstr, and mechanical
actions, vmech, to evaluate the full characterization of flow relative to each blade section.
These calculations are depicted in Figure 2, showing the process of the accommodations.
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Figure 2. Transformations from the hub to the blade section coordinate systems in the CODEF
DRD-BEM module.

The corresponding aerodynamic coefficients of lift and drag are identified based on the
inflow angle of attack to evaluate the total aerodynamic load for each blade section element.
This load can also be projected back into the hub coordinate system via the reversal of the
previously described transformations [25]. This assessment of aerodynamic load at the
blade sections and the hub enables the CODEF suite to evaluate turbine structural response,
fluid flow interactions, wind turbine power output, and more, including information
communicated with the other submodules of the framework.

Comprehensive details about the DRD-BEM formulation, and its full mathematical
derivation, can be found in Ponta et al. [25], together with results that were validated
against the works of Jonkman et al. [33] and Xudong et al. [34], plus the results of the
DRD-BEM model applied to the analysis of the vibrational modes of composite laminated
wind turbine blades.

Additionally, the use of the DRD-BEM model for the solution of a number of different
aeroelastic problems in wind turbine rotors can be found in the following references, among
several others. Otero and Ponta [35] used the model to analyze the effects of blade section
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misalignment on rotor cyclic loads. Jalal et al. [36] reported the results of the DRD-BEM
model applied to studying the effects of controlled gust pulses on the oscillatory response of
wind turbine rotors. Menon and Ponta [37] analyzed the effects of flap control actions. Rajan
and Ponta [38] studied the rotor’s response in high-aerodynamic-interference conditions.

2.2. Turbine Wake Flow Model

The CODEF module for farm flow vortex wake simulation has the capacity of modeling
inter-turbine wake dynamics and wake interactions with background atmospheric flow,
through implementations of the Gaussian-core Vortex Lattice Model (GVLM), introduced
in Baruah and Ponta [39]. The GLVM is an advanced vortex wake model, which is informed
by time-dependent aeroelastic blade responses to generate high-fidelity simulations of
wind farm flow dynamics at an economized computational cost.

The CODEF GVLM leverages the information from the characterizations of the back-
ground fluid flow, and DRD-BEM spanwise evaluations of circulation about blade sections
to project the shedding and mutual advection of vortex wake structures downstream of the
turbine. These evaluations of the wake structure are later used in this paper to analyze the
interactions with the background wind farm flow, and evolving patterns of flow velocity
induced at locations in the propagated wake.

In this section, we briefly describe the CODEF-GVLM only as it pertains to the scope
of this paper, in an effort to provide a comprehensive explanation of the model that is
succinct. For a more detailed elaboration of the GVLM conceptual basis, the mathematical
formulation, and the sequential protocol for vortex-lattice structure generation, the readers
are directed to Baruah and Ponta [39]. This reference also furnishes a series of validation
tests comparing GVLM simulations of wind turbine operation at SNL’s SWiFT facility to
corresponding LiDAR field measurements of wake velocity patterns from the SWiFT site in
Herges et al. [40].

As discussed later in Section 2.3, and to a greater depth in Baruah and Ponta [39], the
undisturbed wind farm flow is fully characterized in CODEF via several input parameters,
so that the DRD-BEM model can accurately calculate the instantaneous velocity of incoming
wind and the corresponding circulation of flow about the blade sections. With this value of
circulation, the GVLM evaluates bound vortex filaments by applying the Kutta–Joukowski
lift theorem at all blade section elements [41]. The vorticity strength of the bound vortex
filament changes at each time step with respect to the circulation of flow around the blade
element, and thus, the bound vortex filament from the previous time-step is shed at the
trailing edge of the blade as the current filament is generated at the quarter chord. As
these finite-length vortex filaments are formed at subsequent time-steps of the ODE solver,
they are aggregated by the GVLM to construct a vortex-filament lattice, which transmits a
detailed representation of the wind turbine’s wake structure as it evolves downstream and
interacts with wind farm flow.

The distance traveled by a point in the lattice at an instance in time can be calculated
with respect to the fluctuating patterns of velocity in the background wind, and its in-
fluence on the advection of the vortex-lattice structure in the wake downstream of the
turbine. We can also evaluate the wake’s converse effect on the background wind farm flow
velocity patterns through projections of the velocity induced by the wake’s vortex-filament
structure, using a custom application of the velocity-induction law for finite-length vortex
filaments [42,43].

Since the common classical Biot–Savart singularity representation of vorticity is prone
to estimating unrealistically high values of velocity at close proximity to the vortex core,
the CODEF-GVLM implementation of this method, as described in Ponta et al. [25], utilizes
Gaussian distributions of vorticity in finite-length vortex-filament cores. CODEF Gaussian-
core adaptations to this technique preclude the issue of extreme projections of induced
velocity and, therefore, produce more realistic evaluations of vortex wake-induced velocity
patterns in farm flow. Additionally, the Gaussian-core approach provides a more accurate
description of viscous decay, compared to simple singularity representations of vorticity,
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which do not model any diffusion of the vortex core. This enables the CODEF-GVLM
approach to be more computationally efficient, by off-loading calculations for filaments
whose vortex cores have sufficiently diffused to have negligible effects.

In this work, will use solutions from the GVLM to examine the structure and evolution
of the vortex wake, as it interacts with various fluctuating wind conditions. Using the
calculations of tangential velocity induction from vortex filaments in the lattice structure,
we will project downstream velocity patterns into the background atmospheric flow. This
will serve as an analytic aid to evaluate differences in wake structure and flow dynamics
that result from changes in rotor stiffness and background wind.

In the interest of brevity, and to make this paper self-contained, only pertinent details
about this model have been described in this section. For more thorough discussions of
Gaussian vortex core distributions and methodologies for generating the vortex-filament
core, see Ponta [44], Flór and van Heijst [45], Trieling et al. [46], Hooker [47], and Lamb [48].
Topics relating free vortex lattice methods, including vortex-filament induction of velocity,
are discussed at length in Cottet and Koumoutsako [49], Strickland et al. [43], and Karam-
cheti [50]. Further elucidation of the implementation, derivation, and validations of the
GVLM is provided in Ponta and Jacovkis [42], Ponta [44], and Baruah and Ponta [39].

2.3. Characterization of Atmospheric Flow

Naturally occurring patterns of velocity distributions in atmospheric flow are known
to introduce fluctuating aerodynamic loads at the rotor and profound effects on wind
farm flow dynamics [51–53]. Therefore, the accuracy of the CODEF solution for farm flow
interactions is inherently dependent on the quality of the definition for ambient wind farm
flow conditions. To achieve a precise description of this initial state of flow, wind conditions
are defined through the assignment of several user input variables, which characterize
atmospheric flow variations in space and time.

Ambient atmospheric flow is characterized in CODEF by describing the spatial distri-
butions of inflow qualities at locations at a height above the ground (the z direction) and
across the spanwise width of the turbine rotor (the y direction), thus identifying a mean
flow profile at each time-step of the ODE solution. Flow variations in the y and z directions
are established through the assignment of four primary variables, which quantitatively
define the state of undisturbed wind inflow and, when sampled in time, the rates of varia-
tion naturally occurring within it. These variables have been well defined and used in the
past in a practically universal manner. They include two localized magnitudes, hub-height
wind speed and hub-height wind direction, plus two cross-plain defined magnitudes, the
exponent of vertical wind shear α and the directional veer.

The values of these parameters can be obtained by sampling data collected from
wind measurements. Wind speed, W∞wind, and wind direction, θ∞wind, are defined at the
turbine’s hub height. W∞wind is determined by the speed of undisturbed wind incoming at
the hub, expressed in meters per second. The yaw offset of the turbine, θ∆yaw, can be found
by subtracting the angular alignment of the rotor’s azimuthal axis from θ∞wind, where a
positive θ∆yaw signifies a positive yaw offset.

θveer can be defined as the variation in the direction of θ∞wind across the rotor plane
in the z direction. This can be found by finding the angular difference between the wind
direction observed at the lowest and highest point of the rotor plane. The exponent α
describes the variation in the magnitude of W∞ with respect to locations in the height above
the ground, z (see Manwell et al. [24] and Burton et al. [23], among others). The value of α
defines the shape of the power law curve for the wind-sheer velocity profile, as shown in
the following equation:

W∞(z) = W∞(zre f )

(
z

zre f

)α

(2)

where the subscript re f refers to values at a reference height, in our case, the hub height.
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Spatiotemporal variations in atmospheric flow naturally occur at a variety of scales,
and the GVLM module in CODEF addresses the modeling of smaller-scale fluctuations of
wind differently, depending on the relative time-scale of these fluctuations. To illustrate this
point, Figure 3 shows an example of the power spectral density for a typical anemometer
sample taken at the SWiFT facility [54]. As noted in this plot, the larger scale, coherent
structures in wind fluctuations are resolved by the vortex-lattice evolution, and introduced
into the model via changes in the input of the four wind parameters described above.
A symbolic visualization of this concept is provided in Figure 3a, where a curvilinear
wind profile captures the spatial cross-flow variations. These coherent structures can be
distinguished from small-scale flow fluctuations, because they are able to persist over a
longer duration of time, due to their stronger coherent vorticity content, which distinguishes
them from the small-scale high-frequency fluctuation patterns. These coherent vortex
structures, therefore, occupy a domain of relatively lower frequency fluctuations, which
can be resolved by the GVLM vortex lattice.

Instantaneous

Wind

Resolved

Scales Input

10
-2 2 3 4 5 10

-1 2 3 4 5 10
0 2 3 4 5 10

1

Hz

10
-4

10
-2

10
0

10
2

Sample Data

Large scale, 

coherent structures 

(resolved scales) 

Small scale motions 

(modelled scales)

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Conceptual visualizations of turbulent wind fluctuations, as they are modeled in CODEF.
(a) A schematic view of the mean wind profile representing the CODEF-resolved scales’ input,
overlaid with an instantaneous wind field, which includes small-scale turbulent motions. (b) An
example of the power density function of a wind anemometry signal taken at the SWiFT facility,
indicating the typical frequency band of the resolved scales’ input, and the frequency band of
short-term wind fluctuations modeled via the TDC.

Similarly noted in Figure 3b, the effect from smaller-scale motions in the short-term
wind fluctuations are modeled in CODEF-GVLM via an equivalent Turbulent Diffusivity
Coefficient (TDC), which governs the diffusion of vorticity in the Gaussian core of the
filaments in the vortex lattice [39]. In Figure 3a, the scale of these smaller fluctuations is
symbolized by the difference between the “instantaneous wind” and the curvilinear surface
designated as “resolved scales’ input”. The latter surface, which also varies in time, but
at a lower frequency, represents the variations that the coherent structures induce in the
atmospheric wind flow, and the way in which they are introduced in the model.

As was mentioned before, the instantaneous deviations induced by the small-scale
fluctuations are modeled in the CODEF-GVLM suite by the TDC. The TDC can be consid-
ered analogous to the kinematic eddy viscosity in traditional sub-grid modeling techniques
like LES or RANS. The TDC aims to capture effects from smaller scale, short-term turbulent
fluctuations that influence the decay of vorticity in the Gaussian cores and, hence, the
dissipation of the wake. The value of the TDC has been calibrated through comparisons
of the GVLM results to LiDAR wake velocity measurements [40,55], at various levels of
turbulence intensity.
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To find more details regarding the GVLM representation of wind input parameters in
the atmospheric flow velocity profile, and how turbulent atmospheric flow fluctuations are
modeled through the TDC, the reader is referred to Baruah and Ponta [39].

In Section 4, we present the results from the CODEF simulations of turbine operation
in fluctuating atmospheric conditions measured at the SWiFT facility. As a part of the
analysis of the results, these topics are revisited in connection with the spectrum of the
atmospheric fluctuations found in the measured anemometry signals, and how they are
processed for the CODEF model input.

3. Controlled Pulse Analysis of the SNL NRT Blade Operating in SITA Wind Profiles

In this section, we explain the methodology of our experimental approach, and analyze
the numerical results. Through this work, we aim to assess changes in rotor aeroelastic
sensitivity to fluctuations in wind farm flow, in response to the increasing flexibility of
lightweight rotor designs found in modern utility-scale turbines. Investigative simulations
were performed in a diverse set of atmospheric wind conditions to evaluate the operation
of several flexible wind turbine blade variations. The results from these simulations were
used to analyze how differences in blade flexibility can affect the aeroelastic behaviors
evoked by interactions with fluctuating atmospheric flow, and how these behaviors may
shape the vortex structures generated in the propagating wake.

To initiate our analysis, modifications were made to the structural components of the
National Rotor Testbed (NRT) wind turbine, generating a series of blades exhibiting varying
levels of flexibility. Flexible variations of the NRT blade were created by reducing the spar
cap and shell to 60%, 40%, and 20% of the original NRT baseline thickness. See Kelley [29]
for details regarding aspects of the NRT blade’s design, construction, and controls system.
Figure 4 shows several properties of these flexible blade variations, plotted at locations
along the blade’s span.

In the context of the experimental design of this study, it is also important to note
the capacities at which atmospheric flow variations affect fluctuating aerodynamic loads
at the rotor, and the influence that these loads have on wind turbine and collective farm
performance. If the turbine is operating in a uniform, steady mean flow profile containing
no shear, veer, or yaw offset, the rotor will experience a fairly constant aerodynamic load,
but in other cases where a Steady-In-The-Average (SITA) flow state introduces a shear, veer,
or yaw offset, the rotor inflow is spatially nonuniform and constant in time. Thus, the
turbine will undergo cyclical patterns of aerodynamic loading as the turbine blades rotate
through a gradient of wind velocities [51]. In more realistic scenarios of wind inflow, it is
common for non-cyclical aerodynamic loading patterns to emerge as a result of turbine
operation in a wind profile that contains turbulence. In this case, spatiotemporal variations
in atmospheric flow create a nonuniform flow field, which also fluctuates with time.

To investigate the effects of these differing scenarios of variant wind inflow, the
aforementioned flexible variations of the NRT turbine were simulated using CODEF to
impose operating conditions that feature three increasingly complex states of flow variance.
These three types of simulated conditions are listed below:

1. Cyclical variations (SITA wind profile): Wind inputs consist of an average value for
wind speed, wind direction, and vertical shear, which characterize the spatial variance
of background atmospheric flow in height only. Veer was kept at a constant value of
0◦. Input parameters for wind conditions do not change with time. The simulations
were conducted at a range of wind speeds, with and without a 10◦ yaw offset, and in
shear profiles typical of day and night conditions. See the results in Section 3.1.

2. SITA with controlled pulses: Wind conditions are similar to SITA, but feature an
artificially controlled, short-term increase in wind speed. After the short increase
in wind speed, the conditions return to the initial SITA conditions. The simulations
were conducted at two wind speeds, with and without a 10◦ yaw offset, and in shear
profiles typical of day and night conditions. See the results in Section 3.2.
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3. Anemometer data (AmDat): Simulated wind conditions characterize spatial vari-
ations in the y and z directions, and fluctuations in time. Wind inputs are created
from sampling real SWiFT MET tower measurements of wind speed, wind direction,
shear, and veer. The simulations were conducted at the NRT nominally rated wind
speed, with and without a 10◦ yaw offset, and in shear profiles typical of day and
night conditions. See the results in Sections 4 and 5.
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Figure 4. Values of flapwise stiffness, mass density, edgewise stiffness, and torsional stiffness are
plotted for the baseline NRT blade, and its flexible variations, at locations along the blade’s normalized
span. Values from NRT blade documentation are plotted for reference, and labeled “FAST Inp” in
the legend.
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The controlled gust pulses used are intended to study the pure aero-elasto-inertial
dynamics of the rotor’s response in a systematic manner, which reproduces the different
combinations of gusts found in real-world scenarios. These pulses are singular in nature,
and vary in their duration, from 0.2 s to 0.5 s. The timespan of each pulse is labeled in
the caption of the plots where the results are depicted. These timespans correspond to
the periods of oscillation of the wind speed fluctuations in the AmDat cases, presented in
Sections 4 and 5. They are representative of the true characteristics of the wind recorded
by the measurements of the SWiFT’s anemometry instruments. An explanation of the
anemometry data processing is included in Section 4.

Typical day and night conditions for the SWiFT facility were simulated with these three
types of inputs to evaluate how different states of the atmosphere evoke responses when
the fluctuation of the background flow is introduced in a SITA sense, versus a singular
controlled pulse, versus a natural evolution of temporal and spatial fluctuations. The
average value of the shear exponent α during the day is 0.06, and 0.3 at night. In the night,
we typically see a more dramatic shear profile due to the reduced surface heating of the
ground by the Sun. This results in less thermal mixing in the atmosphere and, therefore, a
more stably stratified fluid flow condition.

The following Sections 3.1 and 3.2 will discuss the results of wind input types 1 and 2
to establish a thorough characterization of the structural response of the NRT flexible blade
variations to controlled wind inflow variation patterns, within a range of wind speeds
representing the NRT operational regime. The later Sections 4 and 5 will focus on individual
analyses of wind turbine operation and flow dynamics in realistic atmospheric conditions,
modeled with wind input type 3.

3.1. Simulations of NRT Aeroelastic Deformation in Steady-In-The-Average Atmospheric Conditions

This section focuses on a series of SITA tests simulating the flexible variations of
the NRT turbine, operating at the most typical wind speed at the SWiFT site (6 m/s), to
investigate the resulting differences in blade deformation. They will be followed by a
sample of tests at other significant wind speeds covering the turbine’s entire operational
range. To make these tests as realistic as possible, the sample of wind profiles used for
these scenarios corresponded to typical SITA “background” wind conditions found at the
SNL-SWiFT facility. Table 1 shows a test-case matrix of the SITA scenarios, which includes
the following significant wind speeds: 4 m/s (NRT’s Cut-In WS), 6 m/s (Typical WS at
the SWiFT site), 7.65 m/s (Threshold WS between the R2-R2.5 regimes), 11.11 m/s (NRT’s
Rated WS), 15 m/s (NRT’s Cut-Out WS).

Table 1. Test cases for scenarios representative of daytime and night-time wind conditions at the
SWiFT site, simulated at various wind speeds throughout the operational regime of the NRT turbine.

Scenario TI Shear WS TSR Pitch Yaw Offset
# [%] Exponent [m/s] [deg] [deg]

1 18 0.06 4 9 0 0
2 18 0.06 6 9 0 0
3 18 0.06 7.65 9 0 0
4 18 0.06 11.11 6.20 0 0
5 18 0.06 15 4.59 11.65 0
6 8 0.30 4 9 0 10
7 8 0.30 6 9 0 10
8 8 0.30 7.65 9 0 10
9 8 0.30 11.11 6.20 0 10
10 8 0.30 15 4.59 11.65 10

The time evolution of aeroelastic oscillatory behavior for a selected sample of the
tested SITA scenarios is shown in Figures 5–7.
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Figure 5. Example of time evolution of blade tip deflection for the 6 m/s scenarios in Table 1.
Top: daytime. Bottom: night-time.
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Figure 6. Example of time evolution of blade tip deflection for the 11.11 m/s scenarios in Table 1.
Top: daytime. Bottom: night-time.
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Figure 7. Example of time evolution of blade tip deflection for the 15 m/s scenarios in Table 1.
Top: daytime. Bottom: night-time.

The values of the turbulence intensity (TI) and shear exponent in the test matrix are
representative of daytime and night-time conditions at the SWiFT site. The values of the
TSR, pitch angle, and yaw offset were selected to represent realistic operational settings for
the NRT design.

3.2. Simulations of NRT Aeroelastic Deformation in Controlled Gust Wind Conditions

As part of this section, we shall describe a preliminary evaluation of the relative
contribution of fluctuations in the rotor’s operational conditions created by the cyclical
motion of the blades traversing through a steady flow field with a varied spatial distribution.
This analysis differs from the previous one in Section 3.1, in that it involves the application
of controlled gust pulse on top of the SITA wind profile. In this manner, the relative effect
of the controlled pulses of a certain amplitude (Amp) and timespan (Tsp) can be compared
with the underlying fluctuation induced by the cyclical motion. The SITA scenarios selected
are the same ones listed in the test-case matrix shown in Table 1. Figures 8 and 9 show
selected examples of the time evolution of the blade-tip axial deflection of the baseline
blade and its flexible variations, for Matrix Scenario # 2 and two different pulses. Figure 10
shows similar examples for Matrix Scenarios # 4 and # 7, respectively.

A common factor that could be observed in all the cases analyzed is that the oscillatory
response induced by the cyclical component seems to operate at a frequency band that
is low enough to be mostly decoupled from the more rapid fluctuations induced by the
gust pulse. The deflection peak produced by the kinetic energy input of the pulse and
its subsequent dissipation by aerodynamic damping seem to operate in a manner that is,
at least qualitatively, similar to what was observed in cases where a pulse is introduced
in a uniform stream condition where there is no spatial variation of wind inflow velocity
across the rotor, such as those presented in Jalal et al. [36]. That is, the results shown
here indicate that the activation of the natural frequencies of the rotor as an oscillatory
system originate from the rapidly varying ramps related to the gust pulse, and that the
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cyclical motion provides a slower background fluctuation on top of which the vibration
and its dissipation occurs. This factor is not trivial, as it indicates that a properly designed
controlled-pulse analysis of a limited nature, performed on a uniform stream flow, could be
easily implemented to characterize the dominant features of the rotor’s dynamic response.
Then, its conclusions could be generalized to different operational conditions of a realistic
nature at a relatively moderate cost in terms of time and computational resources.
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Figure 8. Plots showing blade tip deflection. The top shows Matrix Scenario # 2: daytime, WS = 6 m/s,
with a pulse of 0.5 m/s Amp, 0.2 s Tsp. The bottom shows Matrix Scenario # 2: daytime, WS = 6 m/s,
with a pulse of 1 m/s Amp.

For instance, the significant role of blade flexibility in increasing the rate of dissipa-
tion of pulse-related shocks, which was observed in the uniform stream cases previously
discussed in Jalal et al. [36], is still present in the SITA cases presented here. All of the
signals in Figures 8–10 show a tendency of the flexible blades to dissipate vibrational
energy much faster than their stiffer counterparts, regardless of the intensity of the pulse in
terms of amplitude and timespan, and regardless of the particular velocity profile of the
background wind.

The low level of coupling between the oscillations induced by the cyclical motion
component and the more rapid fluctuations induced by a gust pulse, which was observed
in the signals, is an important factor in terms of the ability to generalize the results of
controlled-pulse tests. A further study to determine how much coupling exists between the
frequencies associated with the two stimuli is a line of research that may be worth exploring
in the future. To fully elucidate the level of frequency coupling, a more comprehensive
spectral analysis would be necessary.
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Figure 9. Detail views of blade tip deflection for Matrix Scenario # 2: daytime, with a pulse of 1 m/s
Amp, 0.5 s Tsp.
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Figure 10. Plots showing blade tip deflection. The top shows Matrix Scenario # 4: daytime,
WS = 11.11 m/s, with a pulse of 1 m/s Amp, 0.5 s Tsp. The bottom shows Matrix Scenario # 7:
night-time, WS = 6 m/s, with a pulse of 1 m/s Amp, 0.5 s Tsp.
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4. Simulations of NRT Aeroelastic Deformation in Fluctuating Atmospheric Conditions
Measured at SWiFT

This section focuses on a series of tests simulating realistic scenarios of wind input
conditions, created with wind measurements obtained from the SWiFT site anemometry
database [26]. The samples chosen for these anemometry data (AmDat) scenarios were
selected based on their temporally averaged wind parameters, which showed values similar
to two of the significant SITA test-case scenarios already discussed:

• The nominal rated operational conditions of the NRT design at a WS = 11.11 m/s
• The most typical wind conditions found at the SWiFT site with a WS = 6 m/s

Samples of hub-height wind speed, hub-height wind direction (WD), veer, and shear
exponent, oscillating about their averaged SITA values, were selected for both the daytime
(shear exp. = 0.06) and night-time (shear exp. = 0.30) situations. The night-time scenarios
had a yaw offset of 10◦ added to match the previously analyzed SITA cases. Table 2
shows a test-case matrix summarizing the new AmDat scenarios, together with their SITA
counterparts. Roman numerals were used in order to avoid confusion with the scenarios
listed previously in Table 1.

Table 2. Test-case matrix of the new AmDat scenarios, and their SITA counterparts, representative
of daytime and night-time wind conditions at the SWiFT site, for two significant WS operational
regimes of the NRT turbine.

Scenario WS TSR Shear Exp. Yaw Offset Input Type
# [m/s] (α) [deg]
(i) 6 9 0.06 0 SITA
(ii) 6 9 0.06 0 AmDat
(iii) 6 9 0.30 10 SITA
(iv) 6 9 0.30 10 AmDat
(v) 11.11 6.20 0.06 0 SITA
(vi) 11.11 6.20 0.06 0 AmDat
(vii) 11.11 6.20 0.30 10 SITA
(viii) 11.11 6.20 0.30 10 AmDat

To create the wind inputs used for the simulation, actual wind data from sonic
anemometers located at five different elevations on the SNL’s SWiFT facility towers were
used. The basic sampling frequency of these sonic sensors is 100 Hz. It was estimated that
any frequencies above 20 Hz are potentially contaminated by disturbances created by the
tower structure itself and the anemometer mountings (see Naughton [56]), but frequen-
cies below this threshold are completely reliable. For the simulations presented here, the
hub-height parameters (wind speed and direction) measurements were downsampled to
5 Hz, and the cross-flow parameters (wind shear exponent and veer) were downsampled to
1 Hz. This ensured that the atmospheric flow variations that were introduced via temporal
changes to the wind input parameters properly reflected only the influence of the coherent
structures within the measured wind flow, as previously discussed in Section 2.3.

The AmDat wind inputs included an initial 10 s “warm-up” period of operation at the
corresponding SITA conditions to allow the vortex lattice generated by the GVLM to reach
a stable regime. This was followed by a repeated application of the AmDat signal with an
intermediate ramp-up transition of 5 s. The AmDat tests were conducted for the baseline
blade and the three flexible variations of the NRT rotor.

A selected sample of the AmDat results for the oscillatory response, plus their corre-
sponding wind anemometry inputs, is included here. Figure 11 shows the parameters of
the anemometry sample used to create Matrix Scenario # (vi). This is followed by Figure 12,
showing plots of the time evolution of the blade deflection at 90 % of the span for the NRT
baseline blade and its three flexible variations in that same scenario. Figures 13 and 14
show similar examples for Matrix Scenario # (viii).
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Figure 11. Anemometry data sample used in Matrix Scenario # (vi): daytime conditions, Avg.
WS = 11.11 m/s, Avg. shear exp. = 0.06, Avg. yaw off. = 0◦. WS and WD sampling freq. = 5 Hz. Shear
exp. and veer sampling freq. = 1 Hz. The initial 10 s period corresponds to SITA conditions, followed
by an intermediate ramp-up transition of 5 s to the full AmDat input signal.

In the oscillatory response of the rotor flexible variations operating under the AmDat
scenarios, it is interesting to note the significant role of blade flexibility in increasing the
rate of dissipation of pulse-related shocks. This can be observed in the blade tip deflection
signals depicted in Figures 12 and 14, which is consistent with what was observed in the
pulses over the SITA conditions, discussed in Section 3.2.

Again, all the signals in the AmDat cases shown in Figures 12 and 14 show a ten-
dency of the flexible blades to dissipate vibrational energy much faster than their stiffer
counterparts. This becomes particularly evident when comparing the signals for the two
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ends of the flexibility spectrum studied here: the BsLn blade versus the 20%SpSh blade.
Even though both signals follow the oscillations induced by the wind fluctuations, the
20%SpSh signal is noticeably smoother than that of the BsLn blade. Since the AmDat input
contains trains of pulses with a wide variety of amplitudes and timespans, this result seems
to indicate that the role of flexibility in increasing the rate of dissipation is systematic.
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Figure 12. Time evolution of blade tip deflection in Matrix Scenario # (vi): daytime conditions, Avg.
WS = 11.11 m/s, Avg. shear exp. = 0.06, Avg. yaw off. = 0◦. The initial 10 s period corresponds to
SITA conditions, followed by an intermediate ramp-up transition of 5 s to the full AmDat input signal.
The main panel shows the NRT baseline blade and its three flexible variations, followed by close-up
views of the two opposite ends of the flexibility spectrum. The top panel includes the WS signal to
provide a time reference.
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Figure 13. Anemometry data sample used in Matrix Scenario # (viii): night-time conditions, Avg.
WS = 11.11 m/s, Avg. shear exp. = 0.30, Avg. yaw off. = 10◦. WS and WD sampling freq. = 5 Hz.
Shear exp. and veer sampling freq. = 1 Hz. The initial 10 s period corresponds to SITA conditions,
followed by an intermediate ramp-up transition of 5 s to the full AmDat input signal.
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Figure 14. Time evolution of blade tip deflection in Matrix Scenario # (viii): night-time conditions,
Avg. WS = 11.11 m/s, Avg. shear exp. = 0.30, Avg. yaw off. = 10◦. The initial 10 s period corresponds
to SITA conditions, followed by an intermediate ramp-up transition of 5 s to the full AmDat input
signal. The main panel shows the NRT baseline blade and its three flexible variations, followed by
close-up views of the two opposite ends of the flexibility spectrum. The top panel includes WS signal
to provide a time reference.

5. Simulations of NRT Vortex Wake Evolution in Fluctuating Atmospheric Conditions
Measured at SWiFT

This section will discuss the typical effects that arise from the mutual advection of
vortex filaments in patterns of fluctuating wind farm flow velocity and provide an analysis
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of the CODEF solutions for farm flow dynamics, as they relate to these vortex wake and
velocity deficit phenomena.

As a wind turbine operates in a variable background wind velocity profile, observable
transformations occur in the vortex wake structure, which differ significantly from the
more regularized evolutions typical of the vortex wake in uniform, steady-state flow. To
elucidate this concept, Figure 15a contains visualizations of a CODEF-GVLM solution for
the vortex-lattice wake structure in a steady-state, uniform flow, which is comparable to a
virtualized wind tunnel. In this simple condition, the turbine creates a wake structure with
uniformly shed filament lattices from each blade. These structures advect downstream
to form a spiraling cylindrical representation of the wake core, surrounded by helicoidal
filament arrangements of bade tip vortical structures. Such an orderly formation of vortex
wake structures induces a circular zone of wind farm flow velocity deficit in the wake of
the turbine, which does not evolve substantially in shape as the wake travels downstream,
but does lose intensity as the vortex wake undergoes turbulent viscous diffusion. It should
be noted that the color pattern used in these vortex-lattice visualizations is not attached
to a specific physical quantity, but provided only to enhance the perception of the lattice
shape development.

(a)

(b)

1D 5D

Figure 15. Depictions of the vortex lattice for a case with and without a uniform inflow profile.
(a) Uniform stream vortex lattice wake evolution, including a detailed view of a single blade. (b) A
case with a shear profile, followed by two detailed rear-view cut-planes at 1 and 5 diameters down-
stream, respectively. The color pattern used in these plots is not associated with any specific physical
quantity, but provided only to enhance the visual perception of the vortex-lattice evolution.

In the case where a variable wind flow profile is introduced via conditions such as a
vertical shear profile, veer, or yaw offset, the regularized nature of the lattice structure is
disrupted. The consequences of such phenomena occur due to spatial variations of wind
velocity, causing the vortex filament structure to advect at different rates depending on
each filament’s relative placement within the local cross-flow velocity patterns. Pronounced
irregularities arise in the mutual advection of vortex filaments within the lattice, causing
unique features to emerge in the vortex wake. An example of such an effect can be observed
in Figure 15b, where a vertical shear profile causes higher portions of the lattice to advect
more quickly relative to the rest of the wake. This difference in the mutual advection of
vortex filaments within the vertical plane leads to the formation of a distinctive rolled-up
“ram-horn” configuration in the wake’s cross-plane structure, in addition to an upwards
deflection of the wake’s propagation trajectory.

These effects, attributed to the features of the incident wind velocity profile, along
with similar phenomena influencing the wake structure, are known as wake meandering,
and have been documented by various researchers, including Abkar et al. [57], Porté-
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Agel et al. [58], Zong and Porté-Agel [59], Su and Bliss [60], Uchida [61], Herges, et al. [40],
and Baruah and Ponta [39].

As wake meandering behaviors occur in response to wake interactions with the pat-
terns of fluctuating wind velocities within multi-scale atmospheric turbulence, the evolution
of the vortex-filament structure becomes increasingly convoluted in shape, eventually tak-
ing on a form that differs completely from the one it possessed at its genesis. These changes
can be referred to as secondary transitions, and since the wake is cumulatively influenced
by the changing background wind profile as it travels downstream, they occur most often
in the far wake.

Researchers have investigated the formation of secondary vortex structures through
theoretical, numerical, and experimental explorations of vortex street dynamics for bluff-
body wakes [62–74]. Such studies observe that a destabilizing event often yields an eventual
recombination of secondary vortical structures, which are markedly disparate from their
initial form, distinguished in their characteristic shape, scale, and number. These are
typically prompted by changes to an established pattern of body movement, or by a
nonuniform velocity distribution in the background atmospheric flow. Even relatively
small changes in localized velocity patterns can potentially induce large differences in wake
evolution, due to the capacity of the wake’s vortex core to split into separate units, or for
neighboring vortices to merge into a larger vortex core with combined vorticity content.

In order to visualize the effect of the wind fluctuations on the rotor’s wake structure,
a selected sample of images is included to compare the wakes generated by the AmDat
inputs versus their corresponding SITA counterparts. Figure 16 shows perspective views
of the GVLM’s vortex-lattice mesh produced by the NRT baseline rotor operating in Matrix
Scenarios # (vii) and # (viii), at a time sample taken during the regular statistical regime of
the AmDat signal.

Figure 16. Perspectives of the vortex-lattice meshes. Baseline rotor is shown operating in Matrix
Scenario # (vii) on the left and # (viii) on the right. The color pattern used in these plots is not
associated with any specific physical quantity, but provided only to enhance the visual perception of
the vortex-lattice evolution.

Figure 17 shows perspective views of the velocity patterns associated with each one of
the previous cases on five cross-sectional planes regularly spaced at intervals of one rotor
diameter (1D) downstream of the turbine.

To compare the two patterns of axial velocity shown in Figure 17, we evaluated the
percent velocity difference between Matrix Scenarios # (vii) and # (viii), normalized by the
incident wind. Visualizations of this comparison can be observed in Figures 18 and 19,
where cross-sectional planes show the percent velocity difference plotted at locations 1D to
5D downstream of the turbine.
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Figure 17. Velocity patterns on cross-sectional planes from 1D to 5D downstream of the turbine. The
baseline rotor is shown operating in Matrix Scenario # (vii) on the left and # (viii) on the right.

  

 

NVD [%] Normalized Velocity Difference (AmDat – SITA) [%] 

 [m]  [m] 

 [m] 

Figure 18. Velocity difference patterns on cross-sectional planes from 1D to 5D downstream of the
turbine, which compare the baseline rotor operating in Matrix Scenarios # (vii) and # (viii).

In both cases, the wake rises as it propagates downstream, and transitions into a visible
ram-horn formation from the influence of the shear profile. There is a gradual splitting of
the vortex core into two individual units, but neither case shows a full separation into two
units within the five diameters shown. There is a slightly more pronounced splitting in the
SITA case due to the consistency in the shear profile over the duration of the simulation.

In the AmDat case, there is also a displayed effect from the fluctuating inflow wind,
causing the wake to meander from side to side. The provided velocity difference plots
show that the AmDat wake moves to the left of SITA at 2D, then to the right at 3D, due to
the fluctuating profile of the input wind velocity with time.
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Figure 19. Velocity patterns on cross-sectional planes from 1D to 5D downstream of the turbine.
The baseline rotor is shown operating in Matrix Scenario # (vii) on the left and # (viii) on the right.
Velocity difference plots are shown in the middle to compare SITA vs AmDat conditions.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, investigations of wind turbine operation were conducted to elucidate
complex interactions between modern utility-scale flexible wind turbine blades and various
regimes of fluctuating atmospheric flow. Simulations of several flexible variations of the
Sandia National Labs National Rotor Testbed (NRT) baseline turbine were simulated in a
set of increasingly variant wind conditions to analyze the characteristic behaviors evoked
from each scenario. The solutions of rotor aeroelastic response and farm flow dynamics
from these simulations were presented to provide an analysis of the implications posed
by rigidity-compromising design changes to upscaled blades, as they operate in variant
atmospheric conditions.

From the solutions discussed in this study, we observed several consistent behaviors.
The first observation concerns the role of blade flexibility in determining the rotor’s dynamic
response to fluctuations in the operational conditions. We based this observation on the
aeroelastic solutions for the NRT baseline blade and its flexible variations, which were
evaluated for several sets of wind conditions.

These conditions include SITA scenarios at wind speeds covering the turbine’s oper-
ational range (reported in Section 3.1), a selection of various gust-like pulses artificially
introduced within the SITA conditions (reported in Section 3.2), and realistic conditions
of atmospheric wind fluctuations (reported in Section 4). All of these tests exhibited an
enhanced aerodynamic damping associated with increased blade flexibility, which thereby
accelerated the dissipation of the rotor’s oscillatory vibrations induced by fluctuations in
wind conditions. Similar principles were exhibited in aeroelastic responses to controlled
pulses in uniform flow tests [36], as discussed in Section 3.2, which further confirmed that
this connection between flexibility and aerodynamic damping is valid regardless of the
pulse origin, amplitude, or timespan.

In SITA inflow scenarios, it was observed that the fluctuations in aerodynamic load
originate from stimuli associated with the rotation of the blades through a constant gradient
of wind flow velocity, introduced by conditions such as the tilt, yaw, shear profile, etc.
In such SITA scenarios, the frequency of the fluctuations was primarily determined by
the rotational speed of the turbine, which was relatively slow compared to other stimuli
originating from turbulent wind fluctuations. In AmDat wind conditions, the differing
aerodynamic responses of the NRT blade’s flexible variations were more visibly evident
when the short-term fluctuations from the anemometry data were added to the input wind.
The more rapid pulses in the AmDat wind signal excited natural frequencies in the response
of the more flexible blade variations. This thereby impacted the wake structure’s formation
and vortex-shedding process, causing the wake patterns generated by the anemometry
wind conditions to differ greatly from what was generated by the SITA conditions.

The low level of coupling between the oscillations induced by the cyclical motion com-
ponent and the more rapid fluctuations induced by gust pulses in Section 3.2 demonstrated
the ability to generalize the results of controlled-pulse tests to other scenarios of wind
inflow variations. A further study that investigates how much coupling exists between the
frequencies associated with the two stimuli, of the SITA wind profile and the controlled
pulses, may be explored in the future to reveal the level of coupling that exists when pulses
of different origin are combined. The same technique could also be applied to study the
coupling of frequency modes associated with the combined effect of pulses created by
naturally occurring variations within turbulent wind, and the fluctuations introduced by
wake structures of an upwind turbine.

The vortex wake solutions of farm flow interactions, reported in Section 5, demon-
strated principles that illustrate the complex and dynamic evolution of vortex wake struc-
tures within variant farm flow conditions. The vortex patterns shed from the rotor trans-
formed into more complex secondary vortex-filament structures, a result of their mutual
advection with velocity fluctuations in the background wind. These vortex transitions
further evolved with propagation, affecting the character and placement of induced zones
of velocity deficit appearing in the downstream wind farm flow. The comparisons of the
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SITA and AmDat solutions for farm flow in Figure 19 showed that certain regions of the
wake contain up to a 12% difference in normalized axial velocity, due to the alterations
in the wake evolution introduced by wind fluctuations. The observations of this study
align with what has been documented in other research works that investigated the phe-
nomena associated with wake meandering and secondary vortex transitions in fluctuating
wind flow.

The increases in rotor flexibility analyzed in this work, and the resulting changes in
aeroelastic behavior, revealed strong implications for the frequency spectral content of the
rotor’s vibrational response, and its eventual stability limits. The resulting vortex wake
characteristics within wind farm flow also have profound implications in terms of the
vibrational dynamics of turbines located further downstream in the wind farm layout.

In order to ensure the best performance for the individual turbine and the farm col-
lective, understanding the blade’s reaction to fluctuating aerodynamic loading conditions
created by atmospheric wind patterns represents a fundamental step in achieving the
proper design compromise between blade mass reduction and structural rigidity for spe-
cific uses. The findings of this study are valuable for informing these decisions, which may
aim to optimize areas such as rotor durability, control actions, power output, vortex wake
wind farm interactions, and other ancillary aspects.

These findings also contribute to current research efforts aiming to develop mitigation
techniques for the adverse implications of large, flexible rotor operation in fluctuating
atmospheric flow conditions. This research thrust could be further explored in future work
by investigating methods for efficiently characterizing wind farm flow variations as they
travel throughout the modeled spatial domain with time. A particular application of interest
involves developing reduced-order techniques for representing the propagation of coherent
vortex structures within wind farm flow, such as gust events or vortex structures that
emerge from inter-turbine wake dynamics. A compelling exploration of these phenomena
could be conducted through additional studies that evaluate wind farm dynamics for rows
of turbines, where the emergence of multi-wake vortex interactions would increase the
richness of such behaviors substantially.
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Amp Amplitude
AmDat anemometry data
Avg average
BEM Blade Element Momentum
BsLn baseline
CODEF Common Ordinary Differential Equation Framework
D diameter
Deg Degree
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DRD-BEM Dynamic Rotor Deformation-Blade Element Momentum
Exp exponent
Freq Frequency
GVLM Gaussian-core Vortex Lattice Model
GTBM Generalized Timoshenko Beam Model
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranging
MET meteorological
NRT National Rotor Testbed
NVD Normalized Velocity Difference
Off offset
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
Sec seconds
SITA Steady-In-The-Average
SNL Sandia National Labs
SWiFT Scaled Wind Farm Technology
TDC Turbulent Diffusivity Coefficient
TI turbulence intensity
Tsp timespan
TSR Tip Speed Ratio
WD wind direction
WS wind speed
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